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Bathroom TV Install Manual

PLEASE READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS FULLY
BEFORE PROCEEDING.
WARNING:

Installation must be completed by a competent person. If in doubt contact a
qualified electrician or AV professional. Warranty may become void if failure is
as a result of the installation.
The front screen on this TV is Glass and must be handles with care.
19” Waterproof TV
Front screen dimensions

490 x 335 x 3mm

Back mounting plate dimensions

474 x 318 x 48mm

24” Waterproof TV
Front screen dimensions

595 x 397 x 3mm

Back mounting plate dimensions

580 x 380 x 45mm

32” Waterproof TV
Front screen dimensions

777 x 506 x 3mm

Back mounting plate dimensions

760 x 496 x 61mm

43” Waterproof TV
Front screen dimensions

995 x 630 x 3mm

Back mounting plate dimensions

984 x 619 x 61mm
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Pre-Installation:
•

Make sure that all parts in contents listing are present

•

Setup the TV before installing to test all functions are working properly including the Wi-Fi and
Aerial connections.

•

The wall chosen for install is level. Bathroom TVs use strong magnets to attach the TV to the
back-mounting plate. It is therefor essential the wall is flat.

•

Decide on the positioning of your TV. We recommend as close to eye level as possible to
ensure maximum visibility. Avoid locations in direct sunlight, as this may cause screen glare

•

Bathroom TVs must be recessed into the wall and must be sealed to the surrounding wall
using a bathroom silicone sealant.

Testing the TV prior to install:
1.

Carefully lift the TV from the box, leaving the protective endcaps on the TV

2. One side at a time remove the foam endcaps, and remove the protective plastic bag
3. Remove the back-mounting box from the back of the TV. Be aware It’s secured with magnets,
4. Place the 2 endcaps on a firm surface and lay the TV face down on the protective endcaps to
protect the face of the TV.
5. Remove the inputs cover from the back of the TV.
6. Connect the Wifi Antenna (supplied in the accessory bag)
7. Connect signal inputs (Aerial, HDMI etc.)
8. Connect the power supply
9. Turn on the screen using the power button on the remote, the standby light should flash
between red and green and the initial boot screen will appear.
10. Fit the battery (supplied) to the waterproof remote
11. Follow the instruction manual to test the functionality
12. After testing remove all the cables, but leave the antennae installed. Replace the inputs cover,
Refit the endcaps and place the TV in the original box until the back box has been installed.
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First Fix Installation (Power & back mounting box):
1.

Mark out the location you will install the TV, ensuring suﬃcient space to locate the backbox
with 20mm all around to allow for the screen size.

2. Locate the nearest power supply and choose an accessible location for the transformer
outside of zone 1.
3. Chase cabling from the backbox to the transformer. Low voltage cable length is 3 meters. DC
extension cables are available if a longer cable is required.
4. Create a recess for the back-mounting plate using the dimensions on page 1. Ensure that
there is a suitable surface to secure the back plate.
5. Secure the Plate with a minimum of 6 screws. Ensure the front edge of the backplate is flush
with the wall.
6. Insert the TV’s mounting plate.
7. Bring through the cables from the bottom of the mounting plate
Installing the TV
1.

Unscrew and remove the inputs cover on the back of the TV.

2. Insert all cables into ports and rest wires on the foam.
3. Once all cables are in place, re-attach the inputs cover and screw to secure in place.
4. To mount the TV into the mounting plate, bring the TV up to the hole and start to slowly push
screen into its housing. Take care not to snag or pull against any cables during the install, and
remember the front is glass. Please take care and do not force the TV as excess force may
cause damage to the front glass screen.
5. Turn on the screen using the power button on the remote, the standby light should flash
between red and green and the initial boot screen will appear.
Sealing the TV
1.

Once you are happy that the bathroom TV is in place and working, a silicon-based sealant will
need to be applied to complete the installation.

2. Apply the sealant around all the edges of the TV. This is to prevent water entry to the back of
the unit.
PLEASE NOTE: Failure to seal the TV against the wall may cause faults/damage which are not
covered under warranty.
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Removing the TV:
In the event that the TV needs to be removed from the wall, its important to follow these
instructions.
1.

Switch oﬀ the TV at the mains supply

2. Cut through the silicone sealant all around the TV with a sharp knife. Be sure the seal is broken
all around the TV before removing.
3. Very gently place a blunt object behind the metal behind the glass in each side and ease the
tv forwards until you can get your fingers behind the lip of the TV.
4. Gently pull the TV towards you until its free from the backbox
5. Remove the Cable mounting plate and disconnect the power and input cables.

